Temporal order detection and coding in nervous systems.
This letter discusses temporal order coding and detection in nervous systems. Detection of temporal order in the external world is an adaptive function of nervous systems. In addition, coding based on the temporal order of signals can be used as an internal code. Such temporal order coding is a subset of temporal coding. We discuss two examples of processing the temporal order of external events: the auditory location detection system in birds and the visual direction detection system in flies. We then discuss how somatosensory stimulus intensities are translated into a temporal order code in the human peripheral nervous system. We next turn our attention to input order coding in the mammalian cortex. We review work demonstrating the capabilities of cortical neurons for detecting input order. We then discuss research refuting and demonstrating the representation of stimulus features in the cortex by means of input order. After some general theoretical considerations on input order detection and coding, we conclude by discussing the existing and potential use of input order coding in neuromorphic engineering.